
Abstract

Historical records are fundamental for understanding climate variability and change, extremes of
floods and droughts and the management of water resources, yet rainfall observations typically
span 100 – 150 years at most, with considerable uncertainties surrounding earlier records. Over
recent years Conor has been working to develop multi-centennial rainfall records for Ireland and
assess confidence in early observations. In this seminar, Conor will detail work he has undertaken
on the development and reconstruction of rainfall records across the British and Irish Isles and the
assessment of historical drought from these. Attention will be given to how IRC funded work with
colleagues in UCD Geography, is using documentary sources to help verify quantitative records and
shed light on a forgotten mega-drought in the 18th Century. The value of these long rainfall records
for understanding existing and future vulnerabilities in the water sector will be explored and
insights/opportunities from ongoing work highlighted.
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